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Over my drooping heart, tenderly
falling,
Bringing a welcome relief,
Softly the voice of my Saviour is calling,
"Weary one, give Me thy grief''
"Out of the depths thou hast cried, prayed,
and suffered,
Lo, I have seen, I have heard:
Come now and rest, 'neath My shadow safe
covered,
Thy quest no longer deferred."
"Humbly submitting, hushed, hushed be
thy spirit,
Losing thyself in My love:
Much I'll reveal when thou'rt ready to
hear it,
Ready My secrets to prove."
"Eternal glory today I am weaving
Into thy garments that seem
Dull to the carnal eye—never
perceiving
Threads gold and silver there gleam."
"Thro' fiery trials the work is perfected—
There the King's daughter is made
Glorious within, robes of wrought gold
inspected;
Robes with rare jewels inlaid."

"Raiment of needlework, perfumed
with
spices,
Cassia, and aloes, and myrrh,
Such are the garments whose beauty entices
Praises the King will confer."
"Faint not, tho needlework, trimming, and
pressing,
Cause thee both anguish and pain
Patterns celestial, glory-lines stressing, —
Thus, only thus, are made plain."
"Just a few tears, just a little more sorrow,
And finished thy garments will be.
Grieve, then, no more, but rejoice, for tomorrow,
Clearly My purpose thou'lt see."
be my spirit—'tis God Who hath
spoken!
Comforting thee, 0 my soul—
Seems it a glimpse thro' the pearly gates
open?
What will it be at the goal!
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE

July 17, 1944
DISTRICTS
ATTENTION PLEASE!

Every Bishop or official board who has not
already done so should at once appoint that
local investigating committee, to work in
RELIEF NOTES
PEACE SECTION NOTES
conjunction with t h e Relief and Service
Committee. According to the General ConWorkers to Leave for India
A Word About Peace-time Conscription
Th
Arrangements have been completed for
e following statement has been pre- ference Minutes of 1944, Art. XIII, Item 1,
Brother George Beare with Sister Beare to pared by Jesse Hoover, Secretary of the this investigating committee's chief function
leave this country for India in the very near Peace Section, who is keeping abreast with is to gather the data which pertains to "the
future. Their baggage has already been developments m regard to post-war militar- dependents of men drafted by the governshipped and they are alert a t ship-side, ism in behalf of the Mennonite and Brethren ment for Civilian Public Service." By this is
meant:
Brother and Sister Beare are under appoint- in Christ churches:
ment for India by the Mennonite Board of
"Since about the Middle of February we
1. "To keep in touch with families of
Missions and Charities (Elkhart), but their have kept rather constantly in touch with
drafted men, and of men who are in
services have been loaned for. a period of the developments in Washington in regard
line for the draft;
relief service In Bengal. Permission for the to the possible passage of a permanent con2. "To keep the Relief and Service ComBeares to enter India at this time came scription bill. From all indications the press
mittee fully informed of the needs of
rather unexpectedly, and was direct evi- releases concerning the imminence of such
such families;
dence that the Lord is leading them to the legislation were premature and unfounded.
3. "To be alert to and give information
India
field.
"A part of this reticent attitude in relaconcerning unusual cases and needs";
_,, . . . T
. ,..,,, „
tion to the passage of a permament conClothing Leaves for Middle East
scription bill at present may be due to the
4. To fill out the questionnaire which is to
be sent out by the Asst. Secretary, Eld.
July 3, 186 bales of relief clothing, ten very determined opposition of a number of
Jesse W. Hoover, of the Relief and
tons, left the Ephrata clothing warehouse groups including the National Education
Service Committee.
for shipment to the Middle East, the ship- Association, the National Child Labor Com5. "To discover and suggest means of selfment consisted mostly of women's and chil- mittee, the Congress of Parents and Teachhelp and every possible economy in livdren's clothing to be distributed by our re- ers in New York City, the Convention of
lief workers to Greek and Yugoslav refu- State Governors and probably many others,
ing arrangements."
gees in the Middle East.
Doubt is now being expressed by those in
It was announced in the last issue of the
high position as t o the possibility of pas- Visitor that there was to be a minimum
uniform allowance of $35.00 per month for
Relief Conditions in Europe
' s a g e of such legislation during war time.
Greece—The Greek War Relief News Let- , "However, by past experiences we have each mother and child dependency, and
ter of 12-21-43 gives a tragic picture of learned how quickly the situation may $10.00 for each additional child. These pay5,000 abandoned children in Athens, some change. Not only do we need to be con- ments are to 'begin as of April 1, 1944, or
of whom were so young, when left homeless, stantlv alert to such encroachments, but we the date of induction of the father if later
that the canteens provided for them are the should be constantly m prayer that our than April 1, 1944, or on the date when the
first resemblance of home they can remem- Heavenly Father may over-rule all of these dependency status or needs may change in
ber. (Famine Relief Committee Letter of circumstances to His divme glory. 'More such a way as to require assistance not
March 1944).
things are wrought by prayer than this needed before."
As soon as the investigating committee is
Poland—According to the latest report w o r l d d r e a m s o f ' "
appointed, please send the names of the
from Poland, issued in London in January,
C. P. S. NOTES
committee, designating the secretary of the
the number of Polish children in urgent
committee, to Eld. Jesse W. Hoover, Assistneed of food and clothing relief is about
Director of Hospital Units Changed
ant Secretary of the Relief and Service Com525,000. There are practically no Jewish
j
o
r
of
M.C.C.0 n Jul
x
N B le
Direct
mittee, Nappanee, Ind. The questionnaires
children left m German-occupied territory. c p g m e n t a l h o s p i t a l u n i t s l e f t h i s d e s k
will then be sent to the secretary of the
The allocation of food received by the a n d b
local committee. This information should be
t o p r e p a r e for his assignment as
Polish children under the rationing scheme r e l i e f c o m m i s s i o n e r t o the Middle East. The
gathered a t the earliest moment, in order
covers about fifteen per cent of their actual
a l d i r e c t 0 r s h i p of the hospital units
that the dependents do not suffer needless
requirements. (Famine Relief Committee h a g b e e n i v e n t o A l b e r t G a e d d e r t . w n o is
anxiety and deprivation.
Letter of March, 1944).
Signed:
a l s o g e n e r a l director of other M.C.C.-C.P.S.
France—Children are underweight. • Low units and camps. Robert Kreider, formerly
Henry G. Brubaker, Sec'y
blood pressure and anemia are common. In J. N. Byler's assistant, will now work with
Relief and Service Committee
Bordeaux, 46 per cent of blood donors had Albert Gaeddert in supervising the hospital
to be rejected. Rickets is very common, units.
Tuberculosis has risen 20 to 30 per cent.
The satisfactions to be found in spiritThe proportion of still births is higher than Enlarged Map of Mennonnite C.P.S. Camps ual values are the only permanent satisfacever. (New York Times Editorial, 3-13-44).
tions possible to human experience. Dean
T h e m a p i n t h e pamphlet, "Three Years
Belgium—According to official statistics, in C.P.S.", showing the location of Men- Lynn Harold Hough many years ago exthe number of registered ceses of advanced nonite C.P.S. camps in the United States, is pressed this thought in these words: "Only
tuberculosis in Belgium has increased from now available in wall size, 17 by 21 inches. the spiritual does not wear out." The more
69,000 in December, 1941, to 109,500 in The sketch may be used for a poster to proFebruary, 1943. All reports from hospitals vide a better understanding of the extent of thoughtfully we consider this statement, the
and charity organizations show that the C.P.S. work, and the location of the camns. more fully we realize is truth. The love of
children are particularly affected, and in in- I t may be secured for ten cents postpaid by money may lay such hold upon one that it
dustrial districts two-thirds of them are ordering from M.C.C. Headquarters, Akron, becomes a lifetime habit, but sooner or
either tubercular or threatened with tuber- Pennsylvania.
later it makes life barren and bleak. The
culosis.( Famine Relief Committee, London,
love of pleasure may get such a grip upon
1-22-44).
Government Camps
one that all else is sacrificed for its sake,
Breakdown of Men in C.P.S, According to
C.P.S. camps, administered driectly by but for many who have followed only where
Administrative Agencies
Selective Service, are now three in number. pleasure leads life a t last becomes unbear„ , . , . .
. ,, .
. . . „.,..„..
The third camp opened last month at Germ- able, or at least a joyless, wearying treadThe following table is as of May 31, 1944: f a s k . Michigan. The other camps are lo- mill of disatisfaction and boredom. Not so
Agency
No. of Camps No. of Men cated at Mancos, Colorado, and Lapine, with those who follow the highest the h1"Friends
30
1643
Oregon. As of May 1, 1944, 225 t . P . S . men man heart can know—those spiritual values
.Mennonites
45
3041 were in government camps. At Germfask
Brethren
30
1823 the C.P.S. men will construct dams and that are to be found in walking the way of
Catholic
2
67
shallow lakes in connection with the Seney life with Christ. Here are to be foun-' those
satisfactions that never lose their savor.
Methodists
2
67
Wildlife Refuge.
Government
3
279
:
. „., .
They are deep. They are higli. They are
lasting. They satisfy now and forever the
SSdlrvice-::::::::::::::x
i II
. T h e n e e d of a fod *° b {r e v e r I m a n
hunger and thirst of the human soul for
isn t so great as the need oi a good man righteousnes.—Christian Observer.
Total
„...-„.„
109
7072
for every job.
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The Great Commission
and the Task of

Christian Eduication

U

NNUMBERED sermons have been preached and articles written on the last
charge given by our Lord just as he rose
before the astounded gaze of His disciples,
soaring away into the fathomless blue until veiled by a cloud. And almost without
exception the stress is laid on the evangelizing mission of the Church. It is well
that it is so. And it would be far better
had the Church obeyed that responsibility
to "evangelize all the nations." The carelessness of the generations of His followers
has deferred the complete fulfillment of
this trust for almost two millenniums.
But even that is only the beginning of
the Church's mission. Proclaiming the
good news of salvation to the ends of the
earth is only the first, foundational obligation of His body. Notwithstanding; its grand
implications and unmeasured importance
the simple proclamation of the Gospel was
not the end of the responsibility enjoined
upon them. For they were to gather together those who believed, baptizing them
and thus formally accepting them into the
fellowship of the saints. Only then was
the even larger task begun.
Often, perhaps usually, overlooked is the
final injunction of our Lord Jesus Christ
when He said to His disciples that their
task'embraced the "teaching them (converts) to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you." I fear that we may
have entirely missed the inclusive and
continuing import of this great commission. The teaching program of the Church
in most of its history has been regarded
as something which is optional. At times
it has even been regarded as more or less
of a luxury. And in a few cases it has
been considered as spurious and harmful.
But the fact remains that it is included in
the threefold final commission of our Lord.
The teaching program of the Church has
varied with the centuries. Modern educational principles have been applied to religious instruction only very recently. The
teaching practices of secular educators are
in a state of rapid flux and development
in recent years. The Church was altogether
too slow in perceiving the importance of
some of these developments in educational
methods. As a result, unscrupulous and
reprobate characters have monopolized
some of the most effective educational
tools, for the promotion of their course in
lustful pleasure and progressive depravity.
It is most unfortunate that the Church has
now to limp along with second-best tools,
attempting to compete with the master
strategy of the beguiler of men.
Nevertheless, our responsibility remains
clear. We are to teach the "all things" of
our Master to those who believe and are
baptized. This embraces the pastoral re-

sponsibility. We are coming to a new appreciation of the function of the pastor in
teaching his flock. Without question this
was Jesus' meaning in His threefold test of
Peter's love, when He twice told him to
feed His sheep and also to feed His lambs
(cf. John 21:15-18). This charge embraces the Sunday Schools, the Young
People's meetings and conventions, Bible
Conferences, Church Colleges and Academies. It includes all the facilities for teaching which have been devised.
The opportunities for effective teaching
are incomparably greater in this twentieth
century than in the first. We have new approaches to learning, new methods of
study, new tools to facilitate the teaching
program. The Church will do well to examine carefully the improved methods of
learning, and adapt them to her own teaching program. She has too often tried to
compete with the most highly specialized
techniques by clinging to the traditional
routine. It is like competing in a crosscountry race with a streamliner or airliner,
using an old conestoga for the entry.
One of the high points of this last General Conference was the graphic report of
the General Education Board. They have
proved themselves alert to the possibilities
and the responsibilities of the situation.
Under their leadership we may expect definite progress to be made in the direction
of a better teaching program in all its
phases.
Perhaps the most significant development, however, at this last Conference, was
the formation of a special joint committee
from the three Boards which are more directly concerned in this problem—the General Education Board, the General Sunday
School Board, and the Board for Young
People's Work. This special committee was
formed for the purpose of studying two
specific problems only. But this precedent
holds promise for the future. We have begun to sense the overall task of teaching.
We have begun to awaken to the necessity
for closer coordination between the various
teaching functions of the Church. We have
begun to realize the importance of a consistent and continuous program of development of the Christian personality.
There are yet a number of leaks in the
dyke, which should be repaired. One of
trie foremost methods of learning during
all the centuries of civilization has been
through reading. While visualization has
taken the place of reading to a certain extent, yet it remains true that reading is still
one of the chief means of acquiring knowledge. As a Church we have only begun the
process of producing our own literature.
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And we have scarcely even begun to intelligently direct the reading habits of our peo1
pie, especially of our youth, into safe channels. What is needed is a qualified committee of reviewers, censors if you please,
who will thoroughly examine every book
before it is recommended for our people to
read. Not that recommended books would
alone find their way into the hands of the
reader, but at least those which cannot be
whole heartedly recommended would not
have the tacit approval of Church institutions.
Until we are prepared to more adequately scrutinize the materials being assimilated by our youth, it is largely futile for
us to seek to guide their reactions. How
many of us realize the subtle way in which
evolutionary ideas are injected into the
thinking of the primary child? How many
of us are awake to the untold damage to
impressionable, developing minds, wrought
by the glorification of war not only in our
histories but also in much of our literature? These are but suggestive of the
vast possibilities for either good or ill that
are inherent in a properly directed program of reading. It is today, as it has been
in every age, one of the foremost tools
of teaching.
General Conference has appointed a
Committee on Preparation of Doctrinal
Literature. The initial phase of their work
is rapidly approaching completion. Lest
there should be any disillusionment, it cannot be expected that one manual of this
kind can offset the flood of questionable
reading that has found such a prominent
place in our homes and institutions. If we
are to expect an effectual teaching program
it will demand the united and intelligently
directed energies of all.

Understanding vs Beleiving
Mr. Moody once said: "I am glad there
is a depth in the Bible I know nothing
about; that there is a height there I cannot climb to if I should live to be as old
as Methuselah. I venture to say, if I
should live for ages on the earth I would
only have touched its surface. I pity the
man who knows all the Bible, for it is a
pretty good sign he doesn't know himself.
A man came to me with what he thought
was a very difficult passage, and he said,
'Mr. Moody, how do you explain i t ? ' I
said, T don't explain it.' 'But how do you
interpret i t ? ' T don't interpret it.' 'Well,
how do you understand i t ? ' T don't understand it.' 'But what do you do with i t ? ' T
don't do anything with it.' 'You don't believe i t ? ' 'Yes, I believe it. There are lots
of things that I believe that I do not understand. In the third chapter of John, Christ
says to Nicodemus, "If you do not understand earthly things how can you understand heavenly things?" :
—Published in the Visitor 50 years ago.
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CHANGE AND THE CHURCH
C. N. Hostetter
T o W H A T EXTENT SHOULD W E ALTER OUR
RELIGIOUS PROGRAM D U E T O PRESENT
CONDITIONS?

The following is the report of a message
given by Bish. Hostetter at the annual
Lancaster County Official Meeting held this
year on Good Friday. It presents a challenge, not only to the Official, Brethren of
Lancaster County, but to the Church at
large.—Editor.

F

IRST, let us ask ourselves: What is the
primary object of our religious program? Is it to create social fellowship, or
is it to promote spirituality? Our answer,
no doubt, would b e : to promote spiritualily. But on second thought, we may say it
should do both. That is true; but where
deep spirituality is promoted we often find
social fellowship diminishing. However,
should not our entire church or religious
program promote spiritual attitudes and
create an atmosphere which is conducive
to the prime object of spirituality, which is
to honor and worship God? To do this in
every phase of our life means'that we possess a true sense of the value of waiting before Him. Passive waiting should always
precede the active sense, so that we may be
able to distinguish the true motive that
prompts the creation of our program.
Changes are constantly going on and
national disturbances existing today greatly increase them. We are told that these
are the days of transition. But changes
have always been manifest. They say the
oldest bit of writing known is in a museum
in Constantinople, a piece of papyrus, on
which is written: "Alas times are not what
they used to be, children no longer obey
their parents, and everyone wants to write
a book." Yes, transition is going on, always has, sometimes slowly, sometimes
very rapidly; but sudden changes prompted by an impassionate impulse never give
satisfaction, for they are soon followed by
new demands. On the other hand, to hold
unrelentingly to old forms, customs and
methods results in formality, produces
harshness and hinders true progress. Brethren, our religious program should never be
altered to satisfy a derelict or to compromise with the world.
A minister of the Gospel was once asked
to address a group of business men. The
chairman told him that this was rather a
hard boiled crowd and he had better not
say much about religion. He hardly knew
what to say but took for granted that they
were folks like himself, and so poured out
his soul to them. When it was over, the
chairman said: " I am glad you talked to
us this way. We are men like all others."
Largely, the group here present is responsible for the religious program of the

Brethren in Christ Church of Lancaster
County, and, as we study the ministry of
our Lord, it seems to me His program was
never promoted by the endorsement or lack
of endorsement of the crowds which followed Him. His highest object was His
Father's program. He said, " I do always
those things that please Him." "I can of
mine own self do nothing." "The word
which ye hear is not mine, but the Father's
which sent me." "The Father that dwelleth in me, He doeth the works." And success or failure as measured by the multitudes was entirely secondary to Him. We
are the instruments in His hand. My business is to be true to His call. If I am His
instrument and He puts me to digging, it
is my business to dig and His to place
value on what I find. Let us not be in
bondage to success, but true to our call.
Success or failure is not nearly as important as the carrying out of His program.
When God needed a special messenger
He gave Isaiah a vision. It took effect, He
was cleansed by fire and received his commission. That commission was not inspirational for it lacked every element of success, and he said, "Lord, how l o n g ? " Listen to God's answer: "Until the cities be
wasted without inhabitant, and the houses
without man, and the land be utterly desolate, and the Lord have removed men far

"Hitherto"
When our soul is much discouraged
By the roughness of the way;
And the cross we have to carry
Grows still heavier day by day;
When some cloud that overshadows
Hides our Father's face from view,
Oh, 'tis then to remember,
He has blessed us "hitherto."
Looking back the long year over,
What a varied path—and yet
All the way His hand has led us,
Past each hindrance we have met;
Giv'n to us the pleasant places,
Cheered us all the journey
through,
Passing through the deepest waters,
He has blessed us "hitherto."
Surely then our souls should trust Him,
Tho' the clouds be dark o'erhead;
We've a friend that draweth closer
When our other friends have fled;
When our pilgrimage is over,
And the gates werre sweeping thro',
We shall see with clearer vision
How He's blessed us "hitherto''
—Selected.
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away, and there be a great forsaking in
* the midst of the land." Then in the conclusion of His answer God told Isaiah the
desolation should not be final.
Let us look at God's program for Jerem i a h ^ Jer. 1:5-10). His was a thankless
task. Here was a lone messenger in the
midst of rebellious opposition of his own
people, commissioned. "I have this day set
thee over the nations and over the kingdoms, to root out, and to pull down, and to
. destroy, and to throw down, to build, and
to plant." A mighty work of destruction
before construction!
In Acts 13:22 we read "I have found
David the Son of Jesse, a man after mine
own heart, which shall fulfill ALL my will."
Again in verse 36, "After he had served his
own generation by the will of God, fell on
sleep." Did David ever alter his religious
program? Yes, when David was crowned
King over all Israel and had defeated the
Jebusites and Philistines he called for a
great Rally Day on which he gathered
thirty thousand chosen men to bring up the
ark of God from Kirjath-jearim, for, says
he, "we enquired not at it in the days of
Saul." Remember, this ark of the covenant
symbolized the presence of God, and for
more than twenty years the House of Israel
lamented after the Lord. David had declared, "I will not rest until I find a place
for the Lord, a habitation for the mighty
God." So he made arrangement to bring
up the ark. They went to the house of
Abinadab, got the ark, and started on their
journey with a great emotional demonstration, for David and all Israel played before God with all their might, with songs,
with harps, with psalteries, with timbrels,
with cymbals and trumpets.
They came to a certain point and something terrible happened. The man who
stretched forth his hand to save the ark
fell down dead, David became displeased,
then afraid of God and says, "how shall I
bring the ark of God to m e ? " (The proper
place for the ark of the covenant was in the
Holy of Holies. This Holy Place represented the reception room where the official
business was transacted; here the burning
lamp through the long night denoted the
ceaseless vigilance and activity of the heavenly king.) So David carried it aside into
the house of Obed-edcm where it remained
for three months and became a blessing to
all his household. Aud David learned that
God had given some very specific instructions in relation to the moving of the ark.
So when the ark had rested in the house
of Obed-edom for three months, David and
the elders of Israel and the captains over
thousands went to bring it out of his house
with joy. The Levites bare it, clothed in a
robe of linen, as was David and his singers.
Now was the proper time for singing arid
shouting. Fine linen denotes the righteousness of the saints. "Let thy priests be
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clothed with righteousness; and let thy
saints shout for joy." The singing and
musical demonstration in the early part of
this program was premature and could not
substitute for reckless ignorance.
If our religious program does not stir
our emotions it must be well nigh dead.
Neither can we depend on our emotions to
produce life. "He that hath the Son hath
life; he that hath not the Son of God hath
not life." The height of our spiritual joy
should always be the result of life, rather
than a channel to produce it. And let us
never forget that in the height of ecstasy
we are near the border of fanaticism or unreasonable zeal.
What destruction and misery followed in
the path of the ark from the time the Israelites had brought it on the battlefield against
the Philistines! In the first place, Israel
was out of harmony with the program of
God and was defeated by the Philistines
with a loss of four thousand men. Then
their next hope died in the ark of the covenant. It was brought from Shiloh into the
camp and provoked a tremendous emotional demonstration. It carried no help to the
Israelites but promoted a greater determination in her foes to do their best for Israel's defeat. Israel again suffered. Thirty
thousand fell. The ark of God was taken.
Her priests died. Eli fell backward over a
chair and his neck was broken. His daughter-in-law died in confinement, having
given her son a name which indicates ' T h e
glory is departed from Israel." Oh, God!
save us from such a program.
What profit was the capture of the ark to
the Philistines? None. Ashdod suffered
from disease and destruction and cried for
its removal. It was taken to Gath and the
hand of the Lord was against the city with
great destruction; therefore they sent it to
Ekron. These people of Ekron desired that
it be sent home to Israel, for there was
deadly destruction throughout the city and
men who died not were smitten with disease
and the cry of the city arose up to heaven.
What program! The ark of God taken
from her sacred place onto the battlefield
caused the people of God to suffer a defeat
of more than sixty percent increase above
the defeat experienced when it rested in its
sacred place; and it became a deadly curse
to the enemies of God.
What is our religious program? "God
sent not His Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world
through him might be saved." Jesus said,
"For the Son of man is not come to destroy
men's lives, but to save them." In His program for His own He said, "Lift up your
eyes, and look on the fields; for they are
white already to harvest." In His intercessory prayer, in relation to His disciples,
He says to His heavenly Father, "As thou
hast sent me into the world, even so have I
also sent them into the world." And the
program which He gave to His disciples as
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found in His commission (Matt. 28:19-20;
Mark 16:15-16; Luke 24:47 ;and the summary in Acts 1:8) constitutes our program as given by the Son of God. Beyond
this, out of the overshadowing cloud of the
transfiguration rings the voice of the Father, "HEAR H I M . "

Shall we alter our religious program because of present day conditions? Shall we
alter our religious program because worldly minded men declare church-going not
essential and argue that gas and tires
should be conserved for better use? Some
people seem to observe these instructions
very religiously, but with the result that
they are becoming spiritually anemic. A
brother said sometime ago that a public
servant told him that saving his gas for
church-going was not essential. He replied:
" I shall conserve gas for church-going, and
my driving in other lines shall suffer." A
pastor who was conducting a revival service told one of his members, " I have not yet
seen you at the service," and he at once
laid the blame to gas shortage. This pastor said that he told him he was lying, for
he knew he was doing some unnecessary
driving.
Shall we alter our program because careless or indifferent people will not attend?
Shall we discontinue our program because
attendance becomes less? God forbid.
Isaiah was told to keep on. Shall we discontinue our religious program because we
may not be able to go to services on flow-
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ery beds of ease? Is our religious fervor
strong enough to go by foot for twenty
miles when the rest of our company go by
boat? That is what Paul did.
In closing, let me refer to Paul, giving
his charge to those church leaders of
Ephesus in Acts 20. From Miletus he sent
word to Ephesus, a distance of about thirtymiles, that they should meet h i m ; and they
did. Then he poured out his heart in relation to some personal matters; and in
verses 28:32 he gives them a direct charge
as to their church responsibilities. The outstanding fact of their responsibility is: first,
"the church of God which He hath purchased with His own blood"; second, their
.^authority—"The Holy Ghost hath made you
overseers"; third, the true method of administration—"Take heed unto yourselves
and to all the flock"; fourth, their obligation—"To feed the Church of God"; fifth,
the all-sufficient provision—"I commend
you to God, and the word of His grace";
sixth, warnings of danger from without and
from within—"grievous wolves enter in
among you, not sparing the flock" and "also
of your own selves shall men arise, speaking
perverse things"; seventh, constant vigilance—he exhorts them to be on guard
night and day continually, warning all if
need be with tears.
Alter our religious programs? Never in
the essential. In application or practice, to
the extent that it serves best to promote the
highest good.
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All is Thine
Agnes Hisey

Washington

Boro, Pa.

Nuggets from Abilene

Olsen

It is only true love that can win.

In God's handiwork,
benign,
Precept, proverb, law divine,
Words of wisdom, all are thine!
Comfort, counsel,
sympathy,
Grace for trials yet to be,
In His faithful service, free.

He who loves forgives liberally.
"The gift without the Giver is bare."
Our quickness of response determines
our readiness.

Melody of psalm and song,
Sweet evangels, clear and strong,
Youth to age thy days prolong.
Light of heaven in thine eye,
In thine ear the tender cry
Of earth's mourners passing by.
In thy hand the Master's gold,
Gifts of glory,
manifold,
In thine own His ways behold!
Life and death or things to come,
Joy or burdens
cumbersome,
All but bear thee to thy home.
Ring ye bells and
harpsichords,
All is yours, my best beloveds,
Ye are Christ's and Christ is God's!
Detroit,
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Mich.

No matter what changes take place in us
His love never changes.
God wants His people to bear
twelve months in the year.

fruit

The branch that ceases to bear
severs its connection.

fruit

It takes the birth of the Spirit to make
one bear fruit for God.
The Spirit of God makes it just as natural tot one to love as it was for him to
hate.
The Father hears the faintest whisper of
His child.
We cannot imitate the life of Christ, it
must be lived.
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Announcement

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING
F I F T I E T H ANNIVERSARY OF FOUNDING
OF CHICAGO MISSION
August 5th and 6th, 1944.
Communion services, afternoon and evening of
August 5th.
Anniversary services, Sunday, August 6th.
Blsh, C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Grantham, Pa.
Rev. J. E. Carlson, Harrisburg,, Pa.
C. W. Boyer, Dayton, O. and other speakers.
Special Music
A cordial invitation extended to all interested
friends.
Carl J. Carlson,
and workers.
6039 S. Ealsted St.,
Wentworth 7122.
ANNOUNCING
"Arbor-Nooks of Memory" by Charles R.
Stump. To readers of the "Visitor" Mr.
Stump is not a stranger. We have published
his poems from time to time. He has now
gathered together some of his best in this
new book of poems. You will enjoy it.
—Editor.
» <*»+m i

North Lawrence Tentmeeting
July 9, through August 3. Evangelist and
workers, Rev. and Mrs. John L. Rosenberry,
Des Moines, Iowa; Sr. Margeret Lenher and
Sr. Edith Gutshall, Newburg, Pa. Sponsored
by the Sippo Congregation, Bishop W. J.
Myers. Lodging and meals provided for
visitors and an invitation is extended to
all who wish to attend part or all of these
meetings. For further information write E.
H. Hostetler, North Lawrence, Ohio.

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Pa..
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St.. Buffalo, N. V.,
Elwood C. and Ethel Flewelling.
Camp Meeting Announcement
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St.. Chicago, I l l Sarah Bert, Supt. Emeritus; C. J. Carlson,
August 19-27
Supt. and Pastor, Avas Carlson, Harriet
at the new
Gough, Alice K. Albright, Erma Z. Hare.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio. BRETHREN IN CHRIST CAMP GROUNDS
W. H. and Susie Boyer. Eva Dick, Angeline
in Southern Ohio
Cox, Harold E. Paulus.
(One mile north of Highland Church)
"God's Love Mission," 1524 Third Ave., Detroit.
PLAN TO ATTEND
Mich., William and Willa Lewis, Janna
Eld. Albert H. Engle will be Camp evanGoins, Evelyn Frysinger.
Home Address: 2033 Hazel St.
gelist and speaker. Eld. Wm. Engle will be
Messiah Light House Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
music leader and speaker. These with other
Harrisburg, Pa., Joel and Faithe Carlson,
Anna Worgemuth, Anna Mary Royer. Phone: speakers and a varied program give ample
promise of an interesting and profitable
26488.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., Phila- season.
delphia, Pa., Wm. and Anna Rosenberry,
Small tents for camping on the grounds
Mary Winger, Sara Brubaker.
will be available for a small rental fee. For
Life Line Gospel Mission, 224 Sixth St., San
Francisco, Calif., H. W. and Katie Buck- additional information, and for placing tent
waiter, Grace Plum, Ruth Bowers.
reservation, write:
Home Address: 311 Scott St.
IRVIN R. HOOVER
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street. Welland.
R. 1, Ludlow Falls, Ohio
Ont., Can., Tel. 3192, Mary Sentz, Luella
> «»» i
Heise.
African News Item
Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Pa., R. 2,
The African Conference will meet July
Arthur and Anna Grove.
11-23, 1944. It is planned to ordain the three
Gladwin, Michigan:
African Overseers to the Ministry.
The
Mt. CarmeL Charles and Myrtle Nye, Gladys ordination will take place Sunday afternoon
Kraybill.
July 23. "These men will be the first of our
Church to be ordained. We are expecting a
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can..
very full Conference as we have not held a
R. D., Annie Winger.
Conference for five years. We ask the prayKentucky, Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Fairview, Ella, Ky„ Warren and Anna Mae ers of the Church for the success of the
Sherman.
Conference. A number of important matGarlin, Albert and Marjie Engle. Imogene
ters will be under consideration.
Snider, E s t h e r Ebersole.
Home Evangel, Knifley, Ky., Harold and
The wife of one of the Overseers, NyamaAlice Wolgemuth, Ruby Clapper, Beulah
zana Dube died a few weeks ago. She had
Arnold, Community Nurse.
been a sufferer for many years but through
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station.
Sask., Can., Pearl Jones, Lewis and Gladys it all retained a firm hold on God. She is
much missed in the home.
Sider.
During a recent trip to the work in
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A. and Emma
. Northern Rhodesia 47 were baptized. The
L. Climenhaga, Rosa Eyster.
church councils were also held on the same
Institutions
trip. A good spirit was manifested in the
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
councils and progressive action was taken
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron.
by the church.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Clarence
Malaria fever seems to be very bad this
W. Herr, Steward, and Sr. Susan Herr,
Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illionis, Supt. year and a number of deaths have resulted.
Thus far none of the Missionaries have had
and Matron Bro. and Sr. Paul Book.
Beulah College. Upland. California.
severe attacks.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
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News of Church Activity
«.—
Special Announcements
BRETHREN IN CHRIST
HOLINESS CAMPMEEXINCr
Roxbury, Penna.
August 5 to 13
Evangelistic services each evening in the
tabernacle from Aug. 2 to Aug. 13 by Eld.A. H.
Engle of Garlin, Kentucky.
Bible teachers are Bish. L. Shoaits of
Wellandport, Ont. Canada and Bish. O. B.
Ulery of Springfield, Ohio.
Saturday, August 5
Devotion
The hidden life in God
L. Shoaits
Devotion
Book study of Philippians, Part I
O. B. Ulery
2:45 Waiting on God
L. Shoaits
Sunday, August 6
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Sermon
A. H. Engle
1:30 Devotion
2:15 Importance of the new birth..L. Shoaits
3:00 Book study of Philippians, Part II
O. B. Ulery
Monday, August 7
10:30 Devotion
11:00 Paying our vows to our fellowmen
L. Shoaits
1:45 Devotion
2:00 Book study of Philippians, Part I I I
O. B. Ulery
2:45 Paying our vows to the church and to
God
L- Shoaits
9 45
Tuesday, August 8
1, 00 Devotion
1) 15 To be supplied
1 45 Why we should be sanctified-L. Shoaits
2 1)0 Devotion
2 45
How to keep sanctified
L. Shoaits
Abraham: his fourfold Separation,
Part I
O. B. Ulery
Wednesday, August 9
9 45
MISSIONARY DAY
0 00 Devotion
Program by the General Home Mission
Board.
1:30 Program by the General Foreign Mission Board.
Thursday, August 10
9:45 Devotion
10:15 Abraham: his fourfold separation
Bart 11
0. B. Ulery
11:00 Quenching or greiving the Spirit
L. Shoaits
1:45 Devotion
2:00 Separation from the world...-L. Shoaits
2:45 To be supplied.
Friday, August 11
9:45 Devotion
10:15 Christian perfection
L. Shoaits
11:00 Seven overcomeths
O. B. Ulery
1:45 Devotion
'2:00 Healing session
3:15 Healing service
Saturday, August 12
YOUNG PEOPLE'S DAY
9:45 Devotion
10:15 To be supplied
11:00 Holy zeal how to get it, guard it and
keep it
L. Shoaiis
1:45 Devotion
2:15 BiDlical non-resistance
O. B. Ulery
3:00 Can we know?
A. H. Engle
Sunday, August 13
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Sermon
A. H. Engle
15 To be supplied
00 Example of Faith as seen in Caleb
L. Shoaits
Teaching us to pray, 6:00 each evening and
at 6:15 prayer groups.
Children services each afternoon.
Lodging and meals on the free will offering
plan. Bring bedding if convenient.
We are planning to meet the Blue Ridge
Bus, and the Penna. R. R. trains that leave
Harrisburg in the morning at 7:00 and 7:15
and arrive in Shippensburg at 8:25 and 8:58
respectively. In case you come at some other
time phone 916R13 Shippensburg, Penna.
Special singing by the Henderson Sisters of
Toronto, Canada.
For further information write
A. C. ZOOK, Sec.
Chambersburg', Penna, R. D. l
10:45
11:15
1:45
2:00
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JABBOK BIBLE SCHOOL
Jabbok Bible School, located near Thomas,
Oklahoma, invites students with a good
recommendation to take their high school
training in her halls next year. No charge
for tuition will be made and students will be
allowed to work for their room and board at
a reasonable wage.
Jabbok is a fully accredited high school
and as such meets the requirements laid
down by the Oklahoma Departments of Education.
For further information write t o :
Edna M. Switzer, Thomas, Oklahoma.
INTERNATIONAL R E L I E F IN ACTION
1914-1943—This is the title of the recently
published book by Dr. Hertha Kraus in collaboration with a number of other research
students. It was sponsored jointly by the
American Friends Service Committee, the
Brethren Service Committee and the Mennonite Central Committee. Dr. M. C. Lehman was one of those helping in this research.
The purpose of the book is primarily to
furnish a study background for those who
are training for relief service. It is currently being used as a textbook by UNRRA
relief training school. But it is also valuable to all who are interested in war sufferers' relief. It deals with the experiences of
the Peace Church groups in administration
of relief both during World War I and the
present conflict.
Anyone who is interested may obtain a
copy from the Mennonite 'Central Committee
at Akron, Pa. The price is $1.00 for paper
cover, and $1.25 for cloth bound volume.

— O BITUARIES —
THOMAS—Sister Clara Thomas was born
June 4, 1882 in Nashville, Michigan and departed this life June 6, 1944. She came with
her parents to Auster township in 1889. She
was united in marriage to George Thomas in
May 1902. Seven years later they moved to
Moore township where they made their home
until 1939 when they moved to Midland, Mich.
She was a faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ church for over twenty years. Bro.
Thomas preceded her in death a little over a
year and a half.
Sr. Thomas will be greatly missed in the
home and in the church. Her devotion to the
Lord, faithfulness in service, her untiring
love and concern for the good of her family
made some very tender ties which will long
be remembered, and will be an incentive for
her children to meet her in heaven. She leaves
to mourn their loss, two sons, Walter and
Ralph Thomas of Marysville, Mich., seven
daughters, Mrs. Eli Sisco of Sandusky, Mich.;
Mrs. Arnold Gerstenberger, Marysville; Mrs.
Ora Wise, Midland; Blanche, Velma, Fern, June
and Bessie Thomas at home, as well a s many
other relatives and friends.
A short service was conducted a t the home,
June 8, and the funeral service was held in
Sandusky on June 10. Bishop Henry Schneider
officiated assisted 'by Rev, S. A. Lady and
Rev. Clarence Yoder. Internment in cemetery
near Sandusky.
WINGERD—Elizabeth Hostetter was born in
Franklin County, Pennsylvania, October 19,
1867. On June 27, 1944 after a sojourn of 76
years, 8 months and 8 days, her life was terminated here below by a stroke of apoplexy,
a t . the home of her daughter, Mrs. Edgar
Heise, Upland, California.
At the early age of fourteen she was converted and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church. She lived a consistent life and main-
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tained a christian testimony that will be remembered by ail who knew her.
She was married to Simon B. Wingerd who
preceded her in death about a year ago. To
this union were born fourteen children. Most
of her life was spent in Kansas, until five
years ago, she with her husband and two
daughters came to Upland, California. She
always carried deep concern for the spiritual
welfare of her children. Outstanding among
the memories of mother will be the recollection
of her secret closet where if one listened,
could be heard the heart cry of a mother's
love interceeding with heaven for her sons and
daughters here on earth.
She leaves to mourn their loss; six daughters:
Mrs. Hugh Hill, of Hope, Kansas; Mrs. Edgar
Heise of Upland, Calif.; Miss Mary of Topeka,
Kansas; Mrs. B. M. Books of Grant's Pass,
Oregon; Mrs. Wm. Villocino, and Miss Rhoeda
of Upland; also six sons, Jacob, of Wilmar,
Calif.; Simon and Reuben, of South Pasadena
Calif.; Jesse, of Pasadena, Calif.; and Asa and
Homer of Ramona, Kansas. There are 43
...grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
Two sons preceeded her in death, one died in
infancy, and David departed this life 2Vs years
ago.
"Absent from the body . . . present with the
Lord." (II Cor. 5:8)
Life's sunsetting here is the sunrising there.
Funeral services were held at the Upland,
California church. Elder C. R. Heisey and
Walter Bohen officiating, after which the body
was shipped to Kansas, where services were
held at the Rosebank Church near Hope, Kans,
which she attended most of her life.
Bishop R. I. Witter was in charge assisted
by Eld. C. A. Plank.

"If you will keep Praying
for Me"
Mrs. B. F. Zuehl
Miss Phoebe Emery, a missionary in
Moradabad, India, relates this experience:
"We had had a day of remarkable success
in the village work, everywhere doors
opened to us and people were touched by
the message. Several times that day I
said to the native teacher and Bible reader, 'Some one is praying for us today!'
They too agreed that such remarkable
spiritual manifestations could be accounted for in no other way."
That incident inspired Miss Emery to
write the following lines:
When the battle is long and I am weary
with strife;
When legions of sin and evil are rife;
I feel—and new courage comes into my
life—
That you are praying for me.
When victory comes out of seeming defeat,
And the dark lowering clouds shine with
rainbows replete,
'Tis then that I know—and the assurance
is sweet—
That you are praying for me.
I'll

gird tighter my armour and advance
in the fight,
With a staunch heart and brave the battle
for right,
I'll blanch at no danger and quail at no
might,
If you will keep praying for me.
No.t until they can get a living without
working will some people admit that good
times are here.
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E have noticed with much delight,
the many revivals which are being
held in the different portions of the
country. This is a token of better things
in Zion; the only difficulty is, that there
are not enough of them. One of the greatest blessings that could come to our land
would be for every minister to get the
burden of the lost so on his heart, that
he would travail in soul until sons and
daughters would be born into the Kingdom.
It has always been a mystery to us how
a minister of the Gospel could content
himself from year to year, to run along
without having souls saved and added to
the Church. If the minister's business was
merely to edify and keep things'moving,
just to entertain those who belong to the
church, he might well be content to drift
along in this way, but when we remember
that his business is to seek and to save
that which is lost, we cannot understand
how he can be satisfied when there are no
salvation results from his labors.

We are surprised, on looking over a
chart showing the percent of non-church
people, to find that sixty and three-fifths
'per cent of the people in our own fair
America, were not interested in, nor identified with the Church in any way. What
does this mean, when there is a minister
to about every 546 people in our country?
What if every pastor would decide to
have a revival in his church this year?
We say, decide, for when the pastor and
people want a revival more than they
want to keep up appearances, or anything
else, and are willing to pay the price for
a revival, they will have it, for God has
said that when zion travails, sons and
daughters shall be born.
Oh, that God would stir us up to our
^uty to the unsaved all around us. Some
of us may not mean to bury the talents
God has entrusted to our keeping, but
with many of us are they not the same as
hid? Are we improving them by investing
them in souls? Are we laying up treasures in Heaven? Had you ever thought
that the only way to lay up treasures in
Heaven, was to invest in that which will
never die—souls? You may put your
money in houses and lands, but when
life's little day has been served out by
you, they will fall into other hands, perhaps, unappreciated; if you have stocks
and bonds, the transfer will be quickly
made to the other parties; if you squander your means in useless indulgence for
the momentary pleasure you derive therefrom, it will pass with the moment; but
if you invest in beings, whose lives will
mean that the world has been made better
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lights are extinguished. The once brilliantly lighted buildings become wierd looking
in pitch darkness. Black curtains drape
the windows where the lights simply must
•
•
by their having lived, and who will finally be left on. Automobile lights flicker off,
come before the Master, bringing their and the machines become quiet as their
sheaves with them, then your wealth will drivers obediently pull to the curbs. Life,
go on bearing interest, as God is able to it seems, is suspended for the time being.
make it grow, throughout the ceaseless The streets are practically deserted. Overages of eternity. How true it is that head, the powerful, throbbing motor of a
where our treasure is, there will our plane can be heard as it circles watchfully
hearts be also. This is why the Master around the metropolis. Another blackout!
Undoubtedly, if a prophet had warned
told us to lay them up in Heaven, for he
wanted our affection to be Heavenward us that we should expect such happenings
in this modern, enlightened, civilized age,
rather than earthward.
As we contemplate the joys of our the nation as a whole would have laughed
eternal Home, one of the sweetest thoughts him to scorn. But, to our utter amazement,
that comes to us, is the hope of meeting trial blackouts, as well as "the real thing,"
those who have been directed to the high- are becoming somewhat common occurway, that led them to the city not made rences now. Although many well meaning
with hands, through our feeble instru- folks ridicule the idea of such things being
mentality. On the other hand, it seems necessary, saying, " I t can't possibly happen
it would embarrass us to enjoy the bliss here!", blackouts are the order of the day.
of Heaven, had we no one there who had And wisely so. Preparedness, both for this
been snatched as brands from the burn- life and for the life to come, is the only
sensible thing.
ing through our efforts.
However, for those unfortunate folk who
may be physically or mentally ill at the
"Must I go, and empty-handed,
time and for small, frightened children who
Thus my dear Redeemer meet;
haven't understood what it's all about, a
Not one soul with which to greet Him,
blackout may prove to be rather upsetting.
Lay no trophy at His feet?"
A certain lady, whose health was poor and
who lived alone, during a recent blackout
—Pentecostal Herald.
became frightened and exceedingly nervous. As she attempted to stumble her way
through the darkness to a neighbor's home,
My Lord and I
she suffered a heart attack, becoming very
/ have a Friend so precious,
-ill as a result.
So very dear to me,
While blackouts are of vital necessity on
He lov'es me with such tender love,
this earth in times like we are living in,
He loves so
faithfully;
thank God for this—we never need fear of
I could not live apart from Him,
a blackout in GJory! The heavenly JeruI love to feel Him nigh,
salem will never be thrown into the eerie
And so we dwell together,
darkness and disorder of a blackout! There
My Lord and I.
will always be an abundance of light
Sometimes I'm faint and weary,
there. In fact, the words "darkness" and
He knoivs that I am weak,
"night" will no longer be remembered. LisAnd as He bids me lean on Him,
ten to these comforting, assuring words:
His help I gladly seek;
"And the Gity had no need of the sun,
He leads me in the paths of light,
neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the
Beneath a sunny sky,
glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb
And so we walk together,
is the light thereof. And the nations of them
My Lord and I.
which are saved shall walk in the light of
it: and the kings of the earth do bring their
He knows how I am longing
glory and honour into it. And the gates of
Some weary soul to win,
it shall not be shut at all by day: for there
And so He bids me go, and speak
shall be no night there." Revelation 21:12The loving word for Him;
25. "And there shall be no night there;
He bids me tell His wondrous love,
and they need no candle, neither light of
And why He came to die,
the sun; for the Lord God giveth them
And so we work together,
light: and they shall reign for ever and
My Lord and I.
ever." Revelation 22:5.
— L . Shorey.
The Christ who walked the shores of the
earthly Galilee will be the Great Lighting
There'll be no Blackout There Plant (I say it reverently) of the heavenly
Jerusalem! "God is light, and in Him is
Roy Judson Wilkins
no darkness at all." I John 1:5.
Q CREAMING, wailing sirens going full
blast! Suddenly, in all parts of the city,
Success is not a bequest, it is a conquest.

AN INVESTMENT THAT PAYS
Mrs. H. C. Morrison
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Y general usage, we have come to speak
of the two outstanding crises of spiritual experience as being "saved" and "'sanctified." First let us consider the first work
of grace with its four aspects and then the
second, then, their relation one to the other.
The first aspect is the sovereign aspect
or the act of forgiveness, in which, God is
to be regarded as Sovereign, dealing with
a rebel. The rebellion has been broken and
the rebel sues for mercy. This is granted
on Calvary ground and the soul receives a
pardon which is abundant, full and free.
"Let the wicked forsake his way, and the
unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him
return unto the Lord and He • will have
mercy upon him, and to our God for He
will abundantly pardon." Isa. 55:7.

B

Second, justification is that judicial act
by which God, on account of a new faith
relationship to Jesus Christ, declares the
sinner to be no longer exposed to the penalty of a broken law, but restored to the
divine favor. Justification cannot be obtained while there is a background of unconfessed sin. If wrongs toward others existed, the penitent will make an honest effort to make them right. A justified state
can exist only in connection with a serious,
honest intention to obey all the commands
of God. The standard of justification is too
low among many professors of religion. It
should be ever borne in mind that believers
cannot commit sin without forfeiting justification and laying the foundation for repentance from dead works. There must be
a continued obedience to all the known will
of God if we would retain His favor.
Third comes the parental aspect or the'
work of regeneration. Dr. Luther Lee
states: "Regeneration is a renewal of our
fallen nature by the power of the Holy
Spirit, received through f aith in Jesus
Christ, whereby the regenerate are delivered from the power of sin which reigns over
all the unregenerate. The power of sin is
broken, the principle of obedience is planted in the heart."
This experience of the new birth is set
forth in John's first epistle as having seven
decided characteristics: A righteous life
(2:29) ; victory over sin (3:9) ; brotherly
love ( 3 : 1 4 ) ; a compassionate spirit
(3:17) ; recognition of the Lordship of Jesus (5:1) ; victory over the world (6:4) ;
the Spirit's inward witness ( 5 : 1 0 ) .
Last but not least is the family aspect or
the position of adoption. When we regard
God as Sovereign and believe He has restored us to divine favor, God will now
adopt us into His large family. We are not
sinners or strangers anymore but we become His sons and daughters.
Justification has been described as being
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God does not try to control the carnal
nature. He can destroy it. The destrcutive
process is far more satisfactory.
Sanctification is the work of God's grace
by
which we are renewed after the image
fivefold: The spring of our justification is
grace. The principle of our justification is oi God, set apart for His service and entaith. The ground of our justification is abled to die unto sin and live unto right"His Blood/' The guarantee of our justi- eousness. Purification is the negative asfication is His resurrection and the out- pect of sanctification and must be complete
come of our justification is good works. in this world; all sin must be utterly abolJustification is the forgiveness of our out- ished or the soul can never be admitted into
ward sins and restoring our relationship the glorious presence of God. To be sanctified wholly is to complete the work of
with God.
purification. A man can not be wholly
After we are wholly saved or justified
sanctified so long as any sin remains in
our hearts still reach out for something
him. Entire sanctification is the state of
more. After conversion there remains in
being entirely cleansed from sin.
the heart of the believer inclinations to evil,
When we are entirely sanctified there is
or roots of bitterness, which unless overpowered by divine grace produce actual more than the negative fact of the absence
sin; but that these evil tendencies can be of sin. There is the positive fact of the inentirely taken away by the spirit of God, dwelling God. Such an indwelling has
and the whole heart, thus cleansed from many results; among them are the followeverything contrary to the will of God, or ing: An abundant life, enduement of
entirely sanctified, will then produce the power, inward illumination, a perfection
fruit of the Spirit only. The great hin- of love, a perfect peace, an unbroken comdrance in the hearts of God's children to munion, and a sacrificial devotion.
The experience of full salvation has its
the power of the Holy Ghost is inbred sin
—that dark, defiant, evil something within ethics as well as its thrill. By ethics we
which struggles for the mastery of the soul, mean our standards of conduct, motive of
and will not submit to be meek and lowly character. The experience has its social imand patient and forbearing and holy as plications. First is common honesty. It
was Jesus; and when the Holy Spirit seems we hear one say, "That's a slur on
comes, His first work is to sweep away that the experience. Good moral men are honsomething, that carnal principle, and make est." And yet, there have been professors
free and clean all the channels of the soul. of this exalted experience of full salvation
who have not been careful in the payment
of debts and the meeting of obligations.
Does the experience of full salvation afIs it?
fect our general courtesy? While this experience will not impart a knowledge of
Raving and ranting a creed
the rules of etiquette, it will at least maniFailing to meet human need,
fest the indwelling of Him who is the most
Judging if all don't agree
gentle Person in God's great universe, the
To the great doctrines you see,
Holy Spirit Himself. A sanctified man,
Harping away 'till you kill
whatever
his restrictions, is never a boor.
Faith that was lost in His will;
There
is
no
refining influence like the inYe, who must have tit for tat
dwelling of the Holy Spirit. This experiHere may I lovingly ask,
ence has its personal responsibilities. There
Is sanctification like that?
are also responsibilities toward God and
the house of God. There are also responsiSlurring experiences if
bilities toward home and those who reside
Not like your own, every whiff,
there.
Narrow as Pharisees when
They spurned the greatest of men,
This grace is so excellent that it sanctifies the most common actions of our life;
Laurels for self you would seek
and yet so necessary that without it the
Sponging on those who are weak;
very best actions of our devotions are imYe, who would strain at a gnat
perfect and vicious. That we should inHere may I lovingly ask,
tend and design God's glory in every action
Is sanctification like that?
we do whether it be natural or chosen is
Come, let us walk close to Him,
enjoined by St. Paul, "Whether ye eat or
Hearts filled with love to the brim,
drink, do all to the glory of God" (Cor.
Know a deep passion for souls,
10:31). Holy intention is to the actions of
Stand though a storm o'er us rolls,
a man that which the soul is to the body,
Willing to stay or to go,
or form to its matter, or the root to the
Selfish ambitions ne'er know;
tree, of the sun to the world, or the founYe, who make Christ autocrat
tain to the river, or base to the pillar; for
Here may I lovingly ask
without these the body is a dead trunk, the
Isn't sanctification like that?
matter is sluggish, the tree is a block, the
(Continued on page 239)
—Fannie E. Davidson.

THE TWO WORKS OF GRACE
Wilma M. Herr
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THE SERMON TO BE RIGHT
Mrs. Fannie Erb

T

HERE seems to be an appalling lack of
clear-cut doctrinal preaching on second
blessing holiness in many of our holiness
churches. If they will not do it, who will?
All other churches, and the false cults, are
forever harping on their particular line of
doctrine, so that no one need go there many
times before he is thoroughly indoctrinated.
But the messages in so many of our holiness churches' are of such a general character, that no one feels alarmed as to his
standing with God. Sin is not exposed,
and carnality is not located.
So many of our preachers seem to think
that our people are so well indoctrinated,
that they don't need any further teaching
on the subject of holiness. Oh! how the
old devil hates holiness! How he tries in
every way possible to side-track preachers
from teaching and preaching it, telling
them that people must be justified first, before holiness is presented to them. But it
has been proved many times, that the
preaching of holiness to the sinner, is just
the thing that honors the Holy Ghost, and
He in turn honors that kind of preaching,
and there are always fruitful returns. Then
if a preacher is concerned to know just
where his people stand on the subject of
sanctification as a second definite work of
grace, let him listen in some Sunday morning, on a Bible class discussion, and he
will be surprised and astounded at the ignorance displayed when it comes to a definite understanding of the baptism of the
Holy Ghost and fire. People do not read
and devour holiness books as they used
too; neither do they hunger and thirst after
righteousness as in former days. So it is
up to the preacher to bring •the message
they need, and not what they want. People
who have been going to holiness churches
for years, know very little about the underlying principles of holiness. When you
talk to them about keeping their business,
or car, or family on the altar, they stare at
you blankly, as though they never heard of
sucb a thing.
Our churches are filled with people who
think that sanctification is only for the purpose of helping them to pray and testify
better. They think that if they go to the
altar twice and take it by faith, that is all
that is necessary. They know nothing of
dying out to sin (which may take days and
weeks), and of putting their all on the
altar. Consequently they know nothing
about putting God first; and sacrificing
time, strength, and money for the Lord;
of being cut loose from this old world, and
having only eternal values in view; in
short being dead to the world, but alive
unto God.
Then there are people, many of them,

who once were really saved and sanctified;
who once had life and fire; and who lived
victorious lives above the world and sin.
But they failed God some-where, and instead of the preaching being so definite and
searching, that they wouldn't dare profess
over their failures, and luke-warm, lifeless
condition, they go right on professing in
their backslidden state, and finally get so
hardened that it is well nigh impossible to
arouse them. They are the folks who bring
darkness and coldness into the services. It
is through them, that worldliness creeps into the church, for many of them hold important offices in the church and the devil
uses them to hinder God in His work. They
are the ones who either make or break the
preacher. If he dares to tone down to their
level, he compromises, and back-slides; if
he preaches the truth without fear or favor,
he will have to do it in spite of frowns and
petty persecutions. But he will only be
the stronger, and the more settled and
grounded for God.
It used to be, when a preacher got a text,
he would hunt up every Scripture he could
find, that would throw light on the text, or
strengthen it. Nowadays the preacher may

Speak, Lord, in the Stillness
"Speak, Lord, for Thy servant heareth"
(1 Sam. iii.9).
"My soul is silent unto God" (Psa. Ixii.
1).
"There was silence, and I heard a Voice"
(Marg., "A Still Voice."—Job iv. 1 6 ) .
Speak, Lord, in the stillness,
While I wait on Thee;
Hush my heart to listen
In expectancy.
Speak, 0 blessed Master,
In this quiet hour;
Let me see Thy face, Lord,
Feel Thy touch of power!
For the words Thou speakest,
"They are life," indeed;
Living Bread from Heaven,
Now my spirit feed!
Satiate my being,
With Thy fulness fill;
As the dew descending,
Let Thy speech distil.
All to Thee is
I am not my
Blissful, glad
I am Thine

yielded,
own;
surrender,
alone!
—Selected.
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not get back to his text, until he is about
finished, and that may be the only Scripture he uses during his sermon. No wonder
the church is afflicted with lock-jaw, low
blood-pressure, paralysis, and other ills
too numerous to mention. To be strong
Christians people must be fed on the Word.
Nothing else will take its place.
Supposing a chemist would be as careless,-and indifferent in putting his drugs
together, as some preachers are their sermons. Do you think he could continue long
in that business? By the time several persons had died because of his carelessness,
and he was in prison for 30 or 40 years,
he would look at things differently. Supposing a preacher while he is preaching
would see one or two members of his congregation suddenly turn blue, and then keel
over dead because he failed to give them
the light they needed to take them over a
hard place, or failed to tell them how to
get rid of the thing that they were struggling against so long, and from which they
now had lost all hope of remedy! This is
not stretching it. This is what actually happens, though we do not see it with our
natural eyes.
The sermon to be right, must be penetrating. It isn't enough to just scratch the
surface, to tell funny stories, or even say
good things without a definite application.
To just tickle the ears will not wake up a
dead person. The Sword of the Spirit,
which is the Word of God, is sharper than
any two-edged sword, quick, and powerful,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of
soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts arid
intents on the heart. Heb. 4:12. This is no
tame affair; no picnic or band wagon arrangement, but the stern reality of life and
death, hell or Heaven, everlasting peace
and joy, or everlasting damnation.
The sermon to be right must be a military sermon. Some call preaching, "The
Holy War," which it really is. Right
preaching makes war on sin and carnality,
and leaves them no quarter whatever. The
true preacher aims to kill. God has provided him with plenty of ammunition, if he
will just use it right. Sometimes he has
the right ammunition, but shoots into the
wrong crowd. It takes much prayer, and
holy boldness to shoot straight at sin, no
matter where it is located, whether in the
Sunday School superintendent, class leader, deacon, preacher, or anyone else.
The sermon to be right must be backed
up by God's holy unction. This can, and
will only be done, if the preacher himself
is right in his own soul. This holy unction
is what gives the sermon the penetrating
and sticking qualities. It cannot be borrowed, stolen, imitated, or put on; it must
come from God. A preacher that has this
divine unction need never draw on the
sympathy of his audience, make any apolo-
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HE CAN
"He . . . hangeth the earth upon
Job 26:7.

I

nothing."

N LOOKING to God for deliverance of any

kind, we are prone to try to discover
what material He has on hand to work on
in coming to our relief. If we are praying
for financial help, we are apt to look over
the community to see if we -can think of
any one whom the Lord might influence to
lend us some money If there are no apparent signs of help in that direction, it is
difficult, indeed, to believe for hard cash.
If it is employment we need in order to
insure the continuance of our bread and
butter, we make diligent inquiries in the
industrial centers, and, if we find that the
shops, stores and factories are more than
full handed, it is pretty hard work to be
hopeful that we are going to get work.
If we are ill and our physician is at a
loss to know what next to try in order to
alleviate us, it is not at all easy to convince ourselves that we are going speedily
to recovery.
It is so human to look and crave for
something in sight that will help the Lord
out. In time of need, if we can only find a
little something for God to begin on, we
seem' so much better satisfied. We need a
sum of money and not to be able to think
of a friend, a man or a monied institution
from which it might be obtained, gives a
dark background to the scene.
To need work, and to find that throngs
of others as needy as yourself are also idle,
makes the human outlook very dark. To be
in bed day after day, feeling no better, but
rather worse, doctor's bill increasing, busigies, nor ask any questions. He has his
orders from headquarters; has all the
backing he needs or desires, and is ready
to deliver the goods.
You dare to say this all sounds too harsh
and h a r d ? Is the man that walks by the
half frozen man, and says, "He is sleeping
so nicely, I had better not disturb him,"
showing his love for the man? Or is it the
man who comes along, takes this man and
shakes him soundly pounding him right
and left to arouse circulation; even though
he begs to be left alone, he keeps right on,
'till the man is thoroughly awake? And
now with great gratitude he thanks his
benefactor again and again for saving his
life. It's the man or woman who dares to
preach the truth without fear or favor; who
rightly divides the Word of truth: who
preaches holiness persistently, for without
holiness no man shall see the Lord (Heb.
12:14) ; who lives much in the closet; these
are the ones and the only ones who really
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for it is not subject to the law of God,
neither indeed can be. (Rom. 8-7). So if
God can't tame it, and bring it under subjection, surely we would be foolish to try
it. How thankful then we should be, that
Jesus gave Himself for the church, (Eph.
5:25, 26) that this terrible, hellish thing
could be burned up root and branch, by
the baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire.

ness suffering and patience giving out,
make a situation in which relief does not
seem probable. The trouble is, there does
not appear to be a single human prospect
to begin on. The outlook is all liabilities,
with no resources to help out.
We have heard preachers say from the
Now, to God's child, what is the real .pulpit, that there is danger of belittling the
situation? Is there nothing but liabilities? first work, when we make such a fuss over
Much every way. Are there no resources? the second work. How absurd! Doesn't the
Yea, thousands, millions, billions, tril- "house require more time and labor than
lions! Where are they ? Above you, below the foundation? Of course we must have a
you, around you. Earth and air are full of good foundation; we can't have the house
wealth untold. Can't you see it, eh? You without it. But should we stop at the foundon't need to see it. Keep your eye on dation, and cease all building operations,
Him.
because we happen to have a very good
Just think a moment. It is not at all foundation? Justification, is just the founnecessary for you to see any help in sight, dation; sanctification is the grand strucnor is it really necessary for God to have ture built there-on. The new birth is the
any relief on hand. He does not need any- ticket. You can't get in without the ticket.
thing to begin on. "In the beginning God You have to be born into the family of
created the heavens and the earth." What God, before you can be baptized; you have
did He make them out of? Nothing, abso- to become a citizen of a country, before
lutely nothing. When the earth was made you can be a soldier for that country. So
what did He hang it on? Nothing. Pretty justification, is a wonderful work of grace,
satisfactory earth to be made of nothing, (and God alone can change a rebel into
eh? Remember, not a scrap of anything child of God, a sinner into a saint.) And
was used to make it.
"He . . . hangs sanctification is the crowning work, for
the earth upon nothing."
then the babe in Christ has been transIt hangs all right, doesn't it? Very well, formed into a soldier of the cross, (look
then. A God Who can make an earth, a at Peter before Pentecost, and then look at
sun, a moon and stars out of nothing, and him, less than two months after he denied
keep them hanging on nothing, can supply his Lord, on the day of Pentecost, all fear
all your needs, whether He has anything to gone, boldly facing death while proclaimbegin to work with or not. Wonderful, ing the gospel!) In justification Jesus is
isn't it?
with us; in sanctification Jesus is within
Trust Him and He will see you through, us. In justification we have joy and peace
though He has to make your supplies out with God; in sanctification, we have fullof nothing.—P. J. S. in Tract.
ness of joy, and the peace of God, which
(Read this over and over again. It will makes all the difference in the world. No,
mean more to you each time.)
no, if you want to build up your church; if
you want the atmosphere to clear, the
strain to lift; if you earnestly desire the
love you and care for your soul. These are Holy Spirit to come down on your preachmore afraid of offending God, than the ing, preach holiness! Preach it morning,
people; would rather have the smile of and night; bring it in the prayer meeting
God, and if necessary the frown of the peo- service. And you will be surprised and
ple, than the frown of God, and the appro- overjoyed to find your own soul expanding,
bation of the people. Some folks* may get to find a hearty response from your people,
angry at the truth, (they turned their backs purse strings loosening, better attendance,
on Jesus when he got close to where they a general awakening, and a life-giving curlived) ; but many times it takes just that to rent flowing through all the church acawaken them, to get them saved and sancti- tivities that you have never dreamed posfied.
sible. It is God's order, it is God's plan.
It is the "Old Man," the devil's first- It has never been reversed, and can never
born, the "Old Adam," that is responsible be improved upon.
for all the ills, sin, misery, and sorrow of
Hubbard,
Oregon.
this old world. All family, and church
quarrels come from the "Old Man." All
the indifference, lethargy, coldness, stiffness, stubborness, self-importance, rule or
Clothes are a badge of sin.
When
ruin spirit, comes from the "Old Man." man's and woman's hearts were pure no
He has no shame, no mercy, no principle, clothes were needed. It is because of the
no reason, no leniency, in short no good corruption of men's hearts that clothes
quality of any kind, for the Word says, are necessary.
So, why be proud of
"The carnal mind is enmity against God, clothes?
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Bible Training
Leoda A.

Buckwalter

HIS time we bring to the church at home
Tinterest
our heart-felt thanks for your liberal
and support for a Bible-trained
native, ministry. As never before, the India
church needs staunch, spiritual, Christian
leaders. These need to be from among our
own numbers, indoctrinated and loyal to
the tenets of the Brethren in Christ Church,
(which beliefs, thank God, are based
wholly upon the Word of God). It may be
that some day theirs will be the responsibility of leading this people and carrying
on this work. We cannot tell, but we do
thank God that He has placed His hand
upon several of our group and has led
them as definately towards Bible training
as He has led us in choosing them. His
leading is past doubt.
Especially is this true of Andreas Masih
Charan, Headmaster of our boy's school
here in Barjora. Many prayers ascended
that he might fully consecrate himself to
the Lord's work and yield to His call. For
years Andreas, though claiming a call to
preach, wanted to add his own stipulations
su'cK as carrying on a business besides and
thereby being free to preach when he wanted to along with his business. As he says,
all these fine plans came to naught. At last
he yielded unreservedly and suddenly,
since which time there has been a marked
change in him. As a man of no little influence in the community, it is no small
matter for him to leave his family, his
work, his farm-lands and his sphere of influence and go. Is it any wonder then that
since he has yielded himself to God's will
he exhibits a spiritual freedom and daily
victory which rejoices our hearts. We
thank God for this, for He alone brought
it to pass.
With Andreas will go another young
man, Daud (David) Ray, the first secondgeneration Christian of our group. His
father was a Mohammedan gypsy before
becoming a Christian. Daud is a fine
young man who finishes High School this
spring. He claims a call to preach and is
eager to enter Christian training.
These two need your prayers. They plan
to enroll in the three-year Bible Training
course in Allahabad the forepart of July.
May they become mighty men of God, a
spiritual force among their brethren and
the many who know not the Lord. Andreas'
personal testimony follows: (A translation)
"Any effort which this feeble person of
mine should make in describing how good
the Lord has been, and is, to me would be
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very inadequate. Nevertheless, when He
does not withhold Himself from doing
good, why should I withhold myself from
praising Him?
I will divide my life into two sections.
Until five or six years ago my life was lukewarm, but time and again I was spiritually
awakened. In other words, it was a mediocre existence.
For about five or six years now I have^
had the conviction that my place is in
Christian work. Along with this conviction
came a peace and joy which made me sure
it was God's will. But I desired to work out
His will in my own manner, and in this all
my efforts were continually unsuccessful. I
reasoned also that my present work (teacher in a Christian school) is Christian work.
What more is necessary? It is enough. Now
I should strive more than ever in my teaching. And after a while I threw my heart
into it and still am attached to it. But still
within my heart was always this strong desire to be in His service.
One day I heard from some one that
some arrangement could possibly be made
by the mission to send some one for Bible
training. That night I could not sleep.
Morning came, noon came, and yet a heavy
burden lay upon my heart. At last I went
to the local missionary during the noon
hour intermission and prayed concerning
going for training. The burden rolled away
and I have had a light heart ever since.
Satan brings his temptations before me,
but I am conquering through prayer and
by His grace will continue to do so.
/ have given my love to the Lord Jesus
Christ,
Now let come what may;
I have given my heart to this
merciful
Lord, without a doubt,
Now let come what may:
0 heart, never stray from the path of His
goodness,
Whether it be trial, calamity, joy or punishment,
Whatever God's will, so let it come."
Yours in Christ,
A. M. Charan.

Mtshabezi News

W

E HAVE been assigned the duty of
Staff Correspondent for the Evangelical Visitor. W e w iH endeavour to give
items which will reflect the general activities of the Mission, the Missionaries, the
African Church and the African people as
a whole. The following are a few scenes
for March and April.
The evangelist, Kutshakaya Sibanda,
from the Wanezi District, was called to
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conduct the revival meetings from the 5th
to the 10th of March. Heart-searching sermons were preached and a large number
of the school girls, several boys, and some
of the community people remained for
prayer.
A group of fifteen from the Seventh Day
Adventist Church visited our Mission to
attend Sunday School and Church Services.
In a former year when a group visited us
they took advantage of the discussion session at the close of the Sunday School to
raise questions and to argue concerning
their own beliefs and doctrines. This time
the discussion period was tactfully eliminated by substituting a talk by one of our
own members.
Bro. and Sr. Winger, the Superintendent
and Matron, were in Bulawayo on Mission
business. Elmo was with them for medical
treatment. Ruth was home from, school
during the Easter holidays.
Sr. Mary Brenaman, the Headmistress,
spent two days, March 13 and 14, at Matopo Mission on school business and also
visited her brother and family. One of the
native teachers told her afterwards, "It does
you a lot of good when you go away." A
change from the Mission routine duties is
always refreshing and brings renewed
vigour in spirit.
Sr. Mabel Frey, the Girl's Industrialist,
upon receiving a telegram made a rush trip
by train to Bulawayo to see her sister and
family, who were enroute to Salisbury.
Mrs. Barhm was scheduled for surgical
treatment which has proved successful.
Lenora Fay, attended her first African
wedding with her daddy at Shake Outstation, eighteen miles from home. She too
enjoyed being stuck for two hours in the
Lumane river.
On March 27, Naka Danyeli, wife of Nyamazana Dube, the Native Overseer of Mtshabezi District, passed to her eternal rest.
She was a patient sufferer of asthma for
many years. Although Naka Danyeli (Mrs.
Dube) was confined to her home she was a
living witness of the grace and power of
God and a means of great blessing to all
who visited her. This fact was verified
keenly at the time of the funeral when testimonies were given by those who had received definite help and encouragement
from her advice and counsel. Sr. Lady,
with Bro. and Sr. Winger and others, visited her on the eve of her death. Bishop
Brubaker was called from Matopo to
preach the funeral sermon. A full account
of her life will be written for the Visitor
by Sr. Winger, who has been associated
with her during a long period of missionary service.
April 1 brought us the pleasant visit of
Sr. Kreider and little Grace Brenaman,
who ventured the trip on the native bus
which winds its way down through .the hills
and over the rough roars and stops whenever and wherever hailed for parcel, let-
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ter, passenger, or chat. The week-end was
a fellowship much appreciated.
Mr. Stark, The "Director of Native Education and Mr. Stuart, The Inspector of
Native Education, visited our school and
mission on the 24th and 25th, during a
general tour which they were making to
missions. The Government Officials have
been very sympathic towards our Society
in our missionary efforts. We have gained
their respect and we desire to cooperate in
those things which will raise the African
people in character and to their rightful
position.
The camp for the Mtshabezi Lady Teachers, now a yearly function, was from the
28th. Sr. Brenaman and Sr. Frey, accompanied them for the three days. One day
and night of mist and cool weather made
the large camp fire greatly appreciated.
The camp which is designed as a spiritual
retreat is a real treat and change from
the class room and mission activities; as,
Jesus said, "Come ye yourselves apart into
a desert place and rest awhile."
Hospital Activities:—The hospital work
of caring for and giving treatments to the
ill is extremely heavy at present. There has
been a local epidemic of malarial fever
and a light form of influenza. All the
houses for patients are full and'crowded.
When one man brought his sick family and
was told that every available room and
space was filled he volunteered to build a
grass' shelter for his family if they could
only be admitted for treatment. He soon
had his grass house erected. He had travelled a distance of more than 30 miles from
one of our Outstations, by donkey cart. Sr.
Kaufman, the Nurse in Charge, is not
dreaming a fanciful dream when she visualizes a new, well-equipped and spacious
hospital instead of the little clinic with
the maternity ward and the few hutr at the
rear which in the past have served well but
today are completely inadequate for the
service which has gradually grown over the
years. There is a very urgent need for this
project.
—Mrs. J. E. Hershey, Cor.

Revival Times at Rusitu
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aries and I went there in the new lorry,
that the Lord sent us. We had a heavy
load, for in addition to the tents and food,
including three bags of food for our school
children, we took some along who were
crippled. On the way we met droves of
people, some of whom had walked about
forty miles in order to hear God's Word.
The meeting was held out under the trees
for there were nearly 700 people present
and we had only a small church building.
They sat on rocks or on the ground. More
than twenty Evangelists were present and
each took his turn in the services. After
the preachers finished, the Christians testified. It sometimes takes four or five
hours for them to get through, but the
longer the better for Africans never get in
a hurry. Samuel was there in a nice suit—
the first I have ever seen him wear, for he
is usually barefoot and wears khaki trousers and a shirt. Someone in Cape Town
heard how he was so poor because he gives
much away; hence they sent him a suit
which the missionaries made over in time
for the meetings. He said, "the Lord knew
just what I needed."
On Thursday, the great blessing came.
We were having breakfast when two of the
men came and said, "come and see the
things that are happening." I have been in
many meetings where there was blessing,
but I have never seen such a meeting as
that was. Hundreds of people had risen to
their feet and were walking about praising
the Lord for what he had done for them.
Heathen had filled the altar and some were
weeping over sins, while others were praising the Lord because they had passed from
death unto life. The woods all around

Go!
Go and find them ere they perish,
Tell them of the Savior's love
How He came to guide them safely
To the Father s home above.
Go and find them in their sorrow,
Aching hearts devoid of peace;
Tell them how the Savior suffered,
It will bring them sweet release.

Sr. Verda Moyer has submitted the following interesting accoun^ of a visitation of
God to the mission of a sister society. Sr.
Moyer says, "Some of our missionaries have
visited this station. It is very much like
our work."

Go and find them in their darkness,
Bound by chains of slavery;
Tell abroad the
proclamation,
Jesus Christ can set them free.

Melsetter, S. Rhodesia.
Dear Friends:
The Lord has wonderfully blessed us
here, and our hearts are filled with thanksgiving to Him.
Each year we have a week of revival
meetings at some central point in our district. This year the meetings were held at
Biriri which is an outstation about 30
miles from Rusitu. Two of the mission-

Go and find them, hasten! hasten!
Time is fleeting fast away;
They are dying, lost and hopeless,
While you linger day by day.
They are weary, sad and dreary,
For a glimpse of Heavens
light;
Go and tell them of the Savior,
Ere they pass to endless night.
—Anonymous.
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were filled with praying people down on
their knees. I wish you could have heard
•the singing. You know people can't really
sing until the Lord gets into their hearts.
The Christians went out among the unsaved and brought them to the altar, kneeling by them to pray. One after another
they stood up and believed in the Lord.
A little later about 200 of those who had
been blessed, went out to preach in heathen
kraals, and at a beer-drink several miles
away. They returned with joy, telling of a
heathen woman who was saved, and bringing back the heathen things with which she
worshipped the spirits. Spirit-worship is
practiced among the heathen and is simply
a form of demon possession. The Lord is
able to deliver though, and we have had
three burnings of these charms in the past
few weeks. In the afternoon we had a visit
from Mr. Bevan—a representative of the
British and Foreign Bible Society, and the
Dutch Minister from Melsetter. The people gave freely to the work of sending
God's word to others, and we asked all
who had Bibles to hold them up for Mr.
Bevan to see. There were hundreds held
up.
The next day was a very busy one, for
there were eight couples who had been
married in the heathen way but now wished to be married under Christian rites.
Some of the children stood by their parents as they were being married. After
that came the dedication of the babies.
(The children of the Christians are brought
by their parents and given to the Lord.
There is no baptism but just a dedication
of the children to the Lord.) There were
28 of these children. After this came the
baptism of adults down at the river. It reminded me of the baptismal services of the
country churches at home where we used to
go down to the river or creek for the service. There were 16 baptized. These had
been in the class for a year, and after having undergone a strict examination by the
Deacons, they were received. One only was
turned down this year. The Deacons said,
"he has too much temper." After the baptism came the Lord's Supper, and by that
time it was dark. The next morning we
started for home. The food had been finished the night before, but the people were
feasting on "manna" as one of them said,
and they walked all the day and thought
nothing of it. I had one of the men working with me yesterday and all the time he
was praying while he worked. They also
sing all the time at their work.
Will you pray that they may yield to the
Lord, and that many laborers may be
called from among them? May the Lord
bless you all.
With Christian love,
Clyde J. Dotson
It's a good idea—civilization.
body ought to start it.

Some-
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all Brethren in Christ members who have
been called for service have been inducted
into the military forces. Add to these the
•
•
number of those who, in their own minds
resolves itself into the basic question, Are and consciences have settled the issue in
the principles of the Brethren in Christ favor of military service but who have not
Church adequate and practical for the day been forced, by reason of age or occupain which we are living and for the world tion, to manifest their position openly, and
situation which is confronting us?
the total becomes alarmingly great for a
Our great doctrine of non-resistance is church which has traditionally and docperhaps the most pertinent issue before the trinally opposed such action. In any group
church today, and although the remarks or organization it can always be reasonably
that follow may well apply to .many of our expected that there will be a negligible perbeliefs, they shall in the main be directed cent of the membership which will not adhere strictly to the standards of the group,
toward this very timely problem.
Besides being one of the most unique but when the dissenting element passes beprinciples of the church, from the stand- yond the bounds of "negligible" the effecpoint of outsiders, non-resistance is per- tiveness of the entire group is drastically
haps one of the most sacred from the reduced, and eventually its existence
standpoint of church members. Now, as threatened.
this traditional principle is undergoing its
The church's attitude toward those of its
acid test, it is well that it be examined and membership who have chosen not to act
analyzed to determine whether it justifies in accordance with their denomination's
its existence from the standpoint of the standards is something that must be depractical, or whether its only value lies in termined with prayerful and far-sighted
its theological and doctrinal meaning.
wisdom. An indifferent official stand folThe casual observer and critic would lowed by indifferent action is bad, but defreason that non-resistance is quite unprac- inite official stand of opposition followed
tical, and he would do so with just cause. by an indifferent course of action is worse,
Although latest statistics are not available, if not disasterous.
it is safe to assume that over one-third of
After taking official stand in line with
its traditional beliefs in relation to participation in war, the Brethren in Christ
The Prayer of Self
Church has proceeded to give tacit approval, if not within the clergy at least
One knelt within a world of care
among the laity, to those who have seen
And sin, and lifted up his prayer:
fit to disregard this official position. This
"1 ask Thee, Lord, for food and power
approval has taken a negative form, rather
To meet the duties of each hour;
than positive, inasmuch as approval was
For peace from care, for daily food,
not actually given, but neither was opposiFor life prolonged and filled with good.
tion expressed.
I thank the Lord for gifts received,
For sins forgiven, for pains relieved;
If one basic belief of the church can be
For near and dear ones spared and blest,
thus sidestepped to the accompaniment of
For prospered toil and promised rest.
tacit approval, is it not reasonable to exThis prayer I make in His great name
pect that other beliefs, too, may thus be
Who for my sake's salvation came."
mistreated? Inasmuch as the principle of
non-resistance is one of the most cherished
But as he prayed, lo! at his side
of our doctrines, how much more may less
Stood the thorn-crowned Christ and sighed: important and less cherished doctrines be
"0 blind disciple, came I then
set aside? By following this line of reaTo bless the selfishness of men?
soning to its ultimate, it is not difficult to
Thou askest peace while all around
envision a denomination whose principles
Trouble bows thousands to the ground.
are completely at the mercy, of individual
Thou askest. health for thee,
interpretation.
And thine, while others die,
The fact that many individuals have deThou thankest me for pardon, for suctermined that the principle of non-resiscess,—
tance does not provide ample equipment
For thine own narrow happiness.
with which to meet a world of harsh
realism, does not necessarily stamp it as
"Not in my name thy prayer was made;
impractical. To deny its ultimate practicalNot for my sake thy praises paid.
ity is to deny the practicality of ChristianMy gift is sacrifice,—my blood
ity
itself, inasmuch as the very essence of
Was shed for human
brotherhood.
the Master's teaching was love of fellowAnd till thy brother's woe is thine,
Thy heartbeat knows scant throb of mine. men and fealty to God above all others.
Even the Christian militarist will grant
Come, leave thy selfish hopes and see
that war is an evil thing, but a necessary
Thy birthright of humanity.
evil to cleanse an evil world. The fallacy
Spend and be spent, yearn, suffer, give;
of this reasoning is apparent. If ChristianAnd in thy brethren learn to live.
ity can give us no alternative between an
—Anonymous.

ON MAKING PRINCIPLES PRACTICAL
Wendell

E. Harmon

F

OR nearly five years now the cataclysmic
, forces of modern warfare have been
shaking the world with ever^mounting fury.
In the early days of the conflict its implications were largely military, political, and
geographical and involved for the majority
of the world's population only the impersonal and strictly objective elements of
world affairs that the average man reads
about in his daily newspaper but which
never affect him intimately or directly.
But now this war means infinitely more
than that to each one of us. No longer are
only boundary lines and political ascendency involved, but now our own lives and
the lives of those who hold the affections
of our hearts are implicated. It is difficult
to conceive of one family or even one individual who has not been touched directly
and personally by the far-reaching ramifications of this war.
The war's casualties, however, have not
been borne entirely by the individuals
themselves. Also among its victims the war
can claim those institutions which, as reflections of the highest and noblest in man,
were once considered sacrosanct and inviolable, but which have now been drawn
from their high position into the quagmire
of ..violence and hatred. The home, the
school, and the church have received serious if not mortal wounds already, and as
the war is prolonged and its intensity increases, the injuries to these institutions
will be even greater.
Of these institutions, the church is probably the most maltreated of the three. The
ecumenical Church, inasmuch as it is inherently man's most formidable agency in
the search for Truth and the Absolute, has
been forced to grapple with the problem of
reconciling its own absolutism with the
relativity of war. Cherished principles and
doctrines, which for any given time and for
any specific group were considered the
nearest approximation of the Absolute
known, have failed to meet the pragmatic
test and have vanished into ignominious
obscurity, leaving their adherents dangling
without sound moral footing.
The Brethren in Christ Church abounds
with many of these traditional principles
and doctrines which through the years have
served to bind the denomination together
into a compact, homogenious entity.
Throughout its history, the church has been
assailed, ridiculed, and even persecuted for
its unusual and unique tenets of faith, but,
with few exceptions, it stands today with
those principles still intact. However, just
as the ecumenical Church is facing one of
its greatest struggles since Pentecost, so
the Brethren in Christ Church is facing the
general crisis, and also a crisis which is
probably uniquely its own. The problem
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evil war and an evil world it is woefully
impractical and unusable. But Christianity does provide a third alternative—the
way of love—and thus its practicality is
established.
If the principle itself then is practical,
wherein lies the impracticality? The only
possible answer lies in the individual as
well as group conception of how the principle is to be made practical. Christ's principle of love cannot be rendered impractical, but our conception of how that principle should be applied in difficult and
seemingly impossible circumstances may
make it appear impractical—unless we
learn the proper methods and techniques
of applying it.
The problem thus becomes one of education. Providing the principle of nonresistance is . practical and in accordance
with the will of God for us, our failure to
recognize the need for informing ourselves
of its great meaning makes it necessary
that the church, to a certain extent, accept
corporate responsibility for present rift
over military and non-military participation, as well as responsibility for any future divisions in case a program of education is not properly instigated.
We are thus confronted with the necessity of educating the church membership
to the implications and ramifications of the
doctrine of non-resistance, emphasizing it
not merely as a theological platitude but
as a vital, dynamic workable principle
which this world of realism cannot afford
to disregard. This system of church-wide
education should not stop with the subject
of non-resistance, although at present it
would probably bear more attention than
any other. Such a program should examine
all the great truths of both the church and
of Christianity itself and attempt to discover their practical value for us today,
and what is more important, how we can
consistently carry them out in life's situations.
Our church schools could lead the way,
but a much broader program is needed.
This type of education must penetrate into the individual church by way of the
Sunday School, youth meetings, special discussion groups, and any other type of educative agency available. A general awakening and awareness to the problems and
needs of the hour is sorely needed among
our young people and it is through these
means that the struggle against apathy and
indifference can begin.
It may be countered that education will
not solve the basic issues, inasmuch as it
will only prevent the situations from arising. But it must be remembered that the
basic issues have already been settled, since
the church is already on a sound traditional
and doctrinal (and we believe, Biblical)
basis for non-resistance. Now the problem
is to translate that principle into terms of
the realistic, into the realm of the practical.
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Education will not change the situation,
but it will prepare one to act in any given
situation in line with his church's basic
principles, and hence in line with his own
personal beliefs, as expressed through his
identifying himself with the church. Not
to act in this way brings about an impossible moral position: a failure to reconcile
the overt act with the expressed belief, and
thus exposing to doubt the sincerity of the
belief. This position is inevitably one of
conflict—conflict which will in time disrupt
who finds himself in such a position.
Conversion and affirmation of faith must
precede all else, but these do not necessarily take the place of education. The
former deal with the will, emotions, and
desires and clarify OUT relationship with
God. The latter deals with the mind and
the understanding and helps us to clarify
our position with our fellowmen, in accordance with the relationship we have
reached with our Heavenly Father. Conversion will give us a desire to learn more
of the will of God and how to make it practical in our lives, but conversion does not
constitute the educative process.
We may draw an analogy between Christianity in general and the church for purposes of clarity. We bend every effort to
the conversion of men to Christianity, but
conversion is not the end in itself. From
that moment the educative process sets in.
Through a long program of home, church,
Sunday School, and day school training,
we educate the newly-born Christian in the
meaning of the great truths of the faith.
The same should be true for the church.
Following baptism the process should begin, and through every available channel
and agency the great truths which go to
make up the doctrinal structure of the
church should be set forth clearly and precisely and should be made real and understandable. It is true that our great doctrines have been set forth over and over
again, but they have never been reduced
into terms of practicality. This may be
corroborated by the fact, mentioned previously, that an alarming number of the
Brethren in Christ Church members are
forsaking their church's principle of nonresistance and are either tacitly or openly
supporting the organized violence we know
today as war.
Education will tend to eliminate this divisive element inasmuch as it will remove
from the great truths by which we live
their austere and awe-inspiring Shekinah of
idealism and theology and bring them into
the world of realism, where it will be found
that they are far more practical than the
materialistic and atheistic doctrines which
at present are dictating to too great an extent how we must live.
CPS Unit 127
American Fork, Utah
June 6, 1944
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The Two works of Grace
.

(Continued from page 233)

world is darkness, the river is quickly dry,
the pillar rushes into flatness and ruin, and
action is sinful or unprofitable and vain.
Indwelling sin is the greatest hindrance
to growth in grace. We grow in grace and
not into grace. After we have once got the
experience we walk by faith in it and not
into it. It takes no certain amount of time
to get sanctified. God will do it for us as
soon as we ask Him.
But just what is the relation of the two
to., one another? We cannot have the
second until we get the first. The second of
these two blessings is designed for and may
be received only by those who are already
in possession of the first. The second crisis
only concerns the child of God. Not until
we have the knowledge that our sins are
forgiven does or will God come into our
hearts to reign supremely. God cannot
dwell with sin. Regeneration is holiness
begun. Also regeneration is the beginning
of purification. Entire sanctification is the
finishing of the work. Regeneration is the
new birth of the soul in the image of
Christ, whereby we become the children of
God; and entire sanctification—"The state
of being entirely cleansed from sin, so as
to love God with all our heart and mind
and soul." When we are justified freely
our outward or committed sins are forgiven. Sanctified wholly means our inherited sin or the old man has been eradicated.
My own experience tells me I cannot
keep the first or at least not successfully
until I have experienced His wonderful
sanctifing power.
The Son of God came into the world,
and lived, and toiled, and taught, and suffered, and died, and rose again, in order to
accomplish a two-fold purpose.
—Grantham, Pa.
> mm»

i

A Petition
A young lady, asked by her friend to
explain what is meant by devotional reading of the Bible, made answer as follows:
"Yesterday morning I received a letter
from one to whom I have given my heart
and devoted my life. I freely confess to
you that I have read that letter five times,
not because I do not understand it at the
first reading, nor because I expected to
commend myself to the author by frequent
reading of his epistle. It was not with me
a question of duty, but simply one of
pleasure. I read it because I am devotedto
the one who wrote it. To read the Bible
with the same motive is to read it devotionally, and to one who reads it in that spirit
it is, indeed, a love letter."
—The United Presbyterian.
—Published in the Visitor 50 years ago.
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STAND FAST
Omar G. Wormon
TAND fast therefore in the liberty
wherewith Christ hath made us free,
and be not entangled again with the yoke
of bondage." Gal. 5 : 1 . If you read carefully the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the
Galatians, you need not wonder why Paul
made this statement, "Stand fast." In the
first chapter he wonders why they had left
the truth and accurses those that preached
any other Gospel. In the second chapter,
He shows when and for what purpose (to
establish the truth of justification by faith)
he again went to Jerusalem. In chapter
three, he asks what moved them to leave
the faith, etc. In chapter four, he declares
we were under the. law till Christ came, using the Allegory of Agar and Sara. In
chapter five, He moves them to stand fast
in their liberty; and he enumerates the
works of the flesh and fruits of the Spirit.

S

The Apostle Paul was zealous in preaching the liberty of the Gospel whether it
was from Jewish ceremonies or the liberty
that comes from freedom from sin. There
was a reason why Paul wanted them to enjoy liberty. He saw plainly that they were
in the yoke of bondage both ceremonially
and morally. They had no liberty and he
wanted them to enjoy the liberty of the
Gospel. He knew what the Jewish yoke
was and also the yoke of Sin.
Do you realize what a yoke means? It
means "to be joined or associated; to be intimately connected; to consort closely"—
Webster. This yoke must be broken if you
want Christian liberty in the Gospel; you
must come God's way. "Be not entangled
again"—whatever that yoke is. Whether
you are a Jew or Gentile, or whatever
nationality you represent, God's desire is
that you should be free. Therefore, the
challenge is thrown out, "Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath
made us free."
How can you stand fast if you have no
solid foundation on which you can safely
stand? Why still hang on the law when
Christ freeth from the law? Why still keep
up the Jewish ceremonies when the Messiah has come, literally, in the flesh and
abolished the law? Wherefore the law was
our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ,
that we might be justified by faith. But after that faith is come, we are no longer
under a schoolmaster. "For ye are all the
children of God by faith in Christ Jesus."
Gal. 3:24, 25, 26.
You, who are made free by the gospel of
Christ and have received the adoption
through Christ, stand fast. Christ giveth to
the Jews or Gentiles this privilege to become redeemed from the law because all
were born under the law of sin. Yet liberty

is, extended so that all may receive the
adoption of sons and daughters.
You must prove yourself to God if you
want to be made free and be on His side;
or be entangled with the yoke of bondage,
whatever it may be—law, sin, ritualism,
modernism, etc. "For in Jesus Christ
neither circumcision availeth anything, nor
uncircumcision; but faith which worketh
by love." Gal. 5:6. The secret of our Christian liberty is faith which worketh by love.
We find this faith in I Thes. 1:3, "Remembering without ceasing your work of faith,
and labor of love, and patience of hope in
our Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight of God
and our Father." You will notice it speaks
of "your work of faith." This is what
maintains Christian liberty and helps us to
stand fast.
Now let us turn to James 2:18, "Yea, a
man may say, Thou hast faith, and I have
works: shew me thy faith (some copies
read, by thy works, marg.) without thy
works, and I will shew thee my faith by
my works." Then James 2:17 reads, "Even
so faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being
(Gr. by itself, marg.) alone." Friends,
Faith without works is dead.
To stand fast in Jesus Christ you must
work out your own soul's salvation with
fear and trembling by God's grace. "For
we through the spirit wait for the hope of
righteousness by faith." Gal. 5:5. Since
the law and grace cannot be together, one
must go. "Nevertheless, what saith the
scripture? Cast out the bondwoman and
her son: for the son of the bondwoman
shall not be heir with the son of the freewoman. So then, brethren, we are not children of the bondwoman, but of the free."
Gal. 4:30-31.

""Veiled""
/ / we could push ajar the gates of life,
And stand within, and all God's working
see,
We might interpret all this doubt and
strife,
And for each mystery could find a key.
But not today. Then be content, poor heart;
God's plans, like lilies pure and white,
unfold,
We must not tear the close-shut leaves
apart—
Time will reveal the calyxes of gold.
And if, through patient toil, we reach the
land
Where tired feet, with sandals loosed,
may rest,
When we shall clearly know and understand,
I think that we will say that "God knew
best."—Streams in the Desert.
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If you have felt in your own soul that
there is no more strife between the law
and grace, that grace has conquered in
your Soul, and there is also no more consternation there, and your soul has been delivered from the awful bondage of sin,
then Stand fast. May we say with the Apostle Paul (Phil. 4 : 1 , 2 ) , "Therefore, my
brethren dearly beloved and longed for,
my joy and crown, so stand fast in the
Lord, my dearly beloved. I beseech Euodias, and beseech Syntyche, that they be
of the same mind in the Lord." Now
Euodias means fragrant and Syntyche
means fate. You will also notice that these
"two should be of the same mind in the
Lord.
Here are two different experiences. One
who has a fragrant experience, stands fast
in the liberty, and because of this there is
a fragrant smell going out because there is
deliverance. The other is fate. Here is the
picture of bondage, the very Mount Sinai
which gendereth to bondage which is Agar.
"For this Agar is Mount Sinai in Arabia,
and (or, is in the same rank with, marg.)
answereth to Jerusalem which now is
in bondage with her children. But Jerusalem which is above is free, which is the
Mother of all." Gal. 4:25, 26. Agar or
Hagar means "flight" and Arabia means
"desert" and Jerusalem means "place of
peace." Thus you have the setting of our
subject.
Beloved, if you will not stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ has
made us free, you will lose that sweet fragrant experience of Sanctification. Your
soul will come into the condition which
spells fate. It will take its flight into the
desert which is a type of law and bondage;
and you will dwell in a place where your
soul has become like unto a desert because
you did not stand fast.
What does it mean to stand fast? It
means that you have come to that place of
peace, to Jerusalem, which is above and
free. Then and then only if you stand fast,
can you realize a fragrant experience that
will not fade. 0 , to have a fragrant life in
the sight of God! What a blessing in the
home or wherever you go, if your life is
fragrant!
The apostle Paul warned Euodias and
Syntyche when he says, " I beseech." What
will you have your life be in the presence
of God—fragrant or fateful?
For it is
written that Abraham had two sons, the
one by a bondmaid, the other by a freewoman "But he who was of the bond
woman was born after the flesh; but he of
the free woman was by promise." Gal.
4:22, 23. If you have not found Christian
liberty, why wait till your experience
spells fate instead of fragrance? "That
which is born of the flesh is flesh and that
which is born of the Spirit in spirit. Marvel not that I said unto thee, ye must be
born again." St. John 3:6-7.
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